Density functional calculations with a large unit cell have been conducted to investigate adsorption, segregation, and magnetization of Mn monomer on GaAs͑110͒. The Mn adatom is rather mobile along the trench on GaAs͑110͒ with an energy barrier of 0.56 eV. The energy barrier for segregation across the trenches is nevertheless very high, 1.67 eV. The plot of density of states display a wide gap in the majority spin channel, but show plenty of metal-induced gap states in the minority spin channel. The Mn atoms might be "invisible" in scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒ images taken with small biases, due to the directional p-d hybridization. For example, one will more likely see two bright spots on Mn/ GaAs͑110͒, despite the fact there is only one Mn adatom in the system. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.153410 PACS number͑s͒: 68.35.Dv, 68.37.Ef Diluted magnetic semiconductors ͑DMS͒ offer superior compatibilities to base semiconductors and promise high spin injection rates for spintronics manipulations.
Diluted magnetic semiconductors ͑DMS͒ offer superior compatibilities to base semiconductors and promise high spin injection rates for spintronics manipulations. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, exploitation of DMS seems still severely hindered by several major complexities. For ͑Ga,Mn͒As, a prototype DMS that has attracted extensive attention in the past decade, 5 it was found that low temperature annealing procedures are necessary to enhance the Curie temperature, T c , from 60-80 K for as-grown samples to 110-160 K. 6, 7 Through comparison with experimental results of x ray magnetic circular dichroism ͑XMCD͒, 8 we estimated that about 30% Mn dopants take the interstitial sites in the as-grown ͑Ga,Mn͒As samples 9, 10 and the increase in T c is primarily caused by the segregation of interstitial Mn toward the surface. 11 On the other hand, Mn atoms in the surface region can be converted to substitutional dopants, as was revealed in recent studies through density functional calculations and cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒ experiments. 12, 13 Understanding adsorption and segregation of magnetic impurities on semiconductor surfaces hence becomes closely relevant to investigations of DMS, and moreover to the design and fabrication of excellent magnetic wires, dots, and interfaces. The growth of ͑Ga,Mn͒As is normally along the ͑001͒ orientation. Erwin et al. 14 found Mn adatoms tend to funnel into the interstitial site right beneath the GaAs͑001͒ surface. Yet, very few publications can be found for Mn/ GaAs͑110͒. GaAs͑110͒ has no surface states in the gap and is hence more suitable for STM explorations. Yakunin et al. 15 observed strong anisotropic features of the hole states induced by the Mn acceptors on an in situ cleaved ͑Ga,Mn͒As ͑110͒ surface. Kitchen et al. 16 manipulated and observed the electronic states of Mn adatoms on GaAs͑110͒ surfaces and also found unusual features for the Mn-induced gap states. Here we report results of density functional calculations for Mn monomer on GaAs͑110͒ that are helpful to elucidate the origin of these peculiar wave function features and, furthermore, to investigate the energetics of Mn segregation on this important surface.
In the bulk zinc-blend semiconductors, there are three high symmetric interstitial positions, namely, the two tetrahedral sites, surrounded by four nearest neighboring cations ͑the T Ga site͒ or anions ͑the T As site͒, and a hexagonal site, surround by six nearest neighbors ͑three cations and three anions͒. Edmonds et al. 11 estimated that the energy barrier governing the diffusion of interstitial Mn in the bulk ͑Ga,Mn͒As is 0.7± 0.1 eV. The energy barriers have also been calculated by several other groups and results are still somewhat controversial. Through the full potential linearized augmented plane wave ͑FLAPW͒ calculation, Masek et al. 17 found that the formation energies are very close for Mn in either the T As or T Ga site. The hexagonal interstitial site, however, is higher in energy by 0.52 eV. In contrast, results obtained from plane wave calculations indicate that T Ga sites is about 0.35 eV higher in energy for a single interstitial Mn and the energy barrier for its diffusion is 0.8 eV. 11 Results of our own calculations using the Vienna ab initio simulation package ͑VASP͒ code are close to Masek's data if the positions of Ga and As atoms are frozen. 18 On the contrary, the total energies for Mn at all three sites are almost the same when the lattice size and atomic positions of GaAs are fully relaxed. In this paper, we report that the Mn monomer migrates along the trench on the GaAs͑110͒ surface with an energy barrier of 0.56 eV. T Ga is the most stable adsorption site while T As is a metastable adsorption site. The magnetic moment of Mn/ GaAs͑110͒ is 3.0 B . Importantly, Mn induces pronounced resonances in the band gap in the minority spin channel. The wave functions of these gap states are very directional and unusual anisotropic STM images are predicted.
To determine the potential energy surface ͑PES͒, we calculated the binding energies of Mn on seven different adsorption sites as shown in Fig. 1 . Among these sites III, IV, and VI correspond to the hexagonal positions while V and VII are the T As and T Ga sites in the bulk GaAs, respectively. The projected augmented wave ͑PAW͒ approach and the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒, implemented in the VASP code, were used in the present calculations. We modeled the GaAs ͑110͒ surface with a slab geometry that contains five GaAs layers and a vacuum of 10.0 Å thick in between. To minimize the remaining size effect due to the use of finite slab, the bottom surface is passivated with a layer of H. In the lateral plane, we used a 3 ϫ 3 super cell so as to mimic the environment for a single adsorbate. Energy cutoff of 300 eV was chosen for the plane wave basis expansions. 4 ϫ 4 special k mesh points in the Brillouin-zone were used to evaluate integrations in the reciprocal space. The vertical position of the Mn adatom is fully relaxed for a given ͑x , y͒ position. The positions of Ga and As atoms in the topmost three layers are also fully optimized, whereas those in the two bottom most layers are frozen at their bulk positions. The criterion for structural optimization requires the calculated force on each unconstrained atom smaller than 0.01 eV/ Å. Results of multilayer relaxations for the clean GaAs͑110͒ surface from test calculations agree very well with data in the literature, indicating the validity of the present treatment. We found that a large search range should be given to the z coordinate of Mn since local minima are frequently involved when the substrate relaxes simultaneously.
The calculated two-dimensional PES for Mn/ GaAs͑110͒ displays a strong spatial anisotropy in Fig. 2 . The red line indicates that the apparent segregation path for Mn is along the trench on the GaAs͑110͒ surface. Quantitatively, the total energy increases very steeply away from its minimum at a point close to the T Ga site ͑slightly shifted toward site VI͒. To pass through site III toward the metastable T As site ͑V͒, the Mn adatom needs to overcome an energy barrier of 0.56 eV. Nevertheless, the energy barrier for the reverse trip is very shallow, only 0.2 eV. In contrast, there is no obvious channel for Mn to segregate across the trenches and the smallest energy barrier for such a segregation is as high as 1.67 eV. Therefore, Mn migration on GaAs͑110͒ is one-dimensional at ambient temperature, only along the trench. Although it is expected that the Mn adatom resides mostly on the T Ga site, the small energy barriers make it rather mobile. 19 So far, there is no direct measurement for the segregation barriers on Mn/ GaAs͑110͒. Density functional calculations done by Ishii et al. found a similar size of energy barriers for migrations of Ga and As along the trench, 0.57 eV. 20 The barrier height estimated for Mn impurities in bulk ͑Ga,Mn͒As is somewhat larger, 0.7± 0.1 eV, but this value might be affected by the attraction between the interstitial and substitutional Mn.
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On GaAs͑001͒, Erwin et al. 14 found two locally stable adsorption positions: 2.0 Å above or below the surface As dimer. The site below the surface is more favorable by 0.8 eV and the barrier between the two sites is only 0.2 eV. Most Mn atoms on the surface should be funneled in to the T As interstitial site right beneath the surface. However, in this study Mn was limited on the plane of As dimer normal to the surface. It is unclear if the energy barriers are different through other pathways. Our calculations for Mn on GaAs͑110͒ revealed a high sensitivity of energy barriers for bulk-to-surface segregations on the shifts of Ga and As atoms in the xy-plane. Besides, the Ga-As bonds on the ͑110͒ surface are much stronger than the As-As bonds on the ͑100͒ surface. The segregation of Mn in the trench is expected to be the dominant precursor state for substitution and is also very important for studies of bulk-to-surface diffusion on GaAs͑110͒. Table I presents the optimized z positions of the Mn adatom, the nearest Mn-Ga and Mn-As interatomic distances, the total magnetic moments, and the local magnetic moments along with the number of electrons integrated in the Mn muffin-tin region ͑r Mn = 1.17 Å͒. Strikingly, the value of z remains negative except on the unstable sites, I and II ͑cf.
Figs. 1 and 2͒ indicating that Mn stays below the topmost As layer when it migrates in the trench. The Mn appear to be positively charged on GaAs͑110͒ and show an attractive ͑re-pulsive͒ tendency toward As ͑Ga͒. This is manifested by the fact that d Mn-As is smaller than d Mn-Ga by 0.17 Å on the T As ͑or V͒ site whereas they are almost the same on the T Ga ͑or VII͒ site. The total magnetic moment of Mn/ GaAs͑110͒ is 3.0 B for low-energy configurations. This value is close to that obtained for an interstitial Mn impurity in the bulk GaAs, 3.1 B . However, the contribution in the Mn muffintin region, M MT , fluctuates in a wide range. For example, M MT is 3.57 B on the T Ga site but it becomes 3.06 B on the T As site. Moreover, slight changes can be found for the number of electrons in the Mn muffin-tin sphere, N MT , from 5.12 to 5.28 electrons for low-energy configurations. Obviously, the localization and spin polarization of Mn states vary significantly in different adsorption sites.
The projected density of states ͑PDOS͒ for the interstitial Mn impurity in the bulk GaAs, Mn adsorbates on GaAs͑110͒ ͑on T Ga , T As and the hexagonal sites, respectively͒ are plotted in Fig. 3 . Mn adatom induces gap states around E F in the minority spin channel in all cases, but the lowest d yz state is well separated from other Mn d states in Mn/ GaAs͑110͒. Meanwhile, the amplitude of resonances on surrounding Ga and As atoms around E f is somewhat enhanced, primarily due the shortened d Mn-Ga and d Mn-As after relaxations. Although the details of PDOS curves defer from case to case, the Mn d states remain fully occupied in the majority spin TABLE I. The z position of Mn ͓measured from the topmost As layer of the relaxed clean GaAs͑110͒ surface͔, the nearest Mn-Ga and Mn-As interatomic distances, the total and local magnetic moment as well as the number of electrons integrated in the Mn muffin-tin sphere for different adsorption configurations.
Adsorption site 3 . ͑Color online͒ The atom-projected density of states for Mn ͑green or light lines͒ and its nearest Ga ͑blue or dark lines͒ and As ͑red or gray lines͒ neighbors. Results in panels ͑a͒, ͑b͒, ͑c͒, and ͑d͒ are for the interstitial Mn in the bulk GaAs ͑at the T Ga site͒, Mn adatom on T Ga , T As and hexagonal sites over GaAs͑110͒, respectively. States in the majority and minority spins are separated with positive and negative signs. Zero energy in the horizontal axis indicates the position of the Fermi level.
channel. The Mn adatom is thus 100% spin polarized in the vicinity around E f .
It is important to examine the wave function features of the gap states so as to understand the adsorbate-substrate interaction. Experimentally, one can observe these gap states on Mn/ GaAs͑110͒ through STM with a small bias. For comparison in the future, the energy-sliced charge density ͑from states within ±0.25 eV͒ is plotted in Fig. 4 for the T Ga configurations. As mentioned above, the Mn is almost equally distant from the subsurface Ga and As atoms. The Mn-d yz state hybridizes with As underneath and is lowered in energy. Interestingly, no electron cloud can be found right on the top of Mn. Instead, two distinguished lobs, 4.0 Å apart, can be seen above the subsurface As atoms. One thus sees two bright spots on Mn/ GaAs͑110͒ in STM images, even though there is only one Mn adatom in the system. In Fig. 4͑a͒ , we illustrate the energy diagram of Mn-d states in the minority spin channel. Due to the interaction with neighboring As atoms, the Mn-d yz state is lower in energy than the others. This state has four lobes, two extend toward the As underneath whereas two form dangling bonds in the same vertical plane. This results in an image that has a node right above Mn and two maxima over As in the horizontal plane of view, as displayed in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
In conclusion, density functional calculations revealed interesting segregation behaviors for Mn monomer on GaAs͑110͒. It is shown that Mn prefer the T Ga site but remain rather mobile along the trench, a result which is very important for understanding the growth and diffusion dynamics of ͑Ga,Mn͒As. Peculiar electronic and magnetic properties, especially the extraordinary STM patterns predicted here, deserve experimental verifications. Understanding in interaction between Mn and GaAs from different perspectives is necessary for the establishment of a more comprehensive picture that describes the magnetic ordering in innovative spintronics materials. 
